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TOUR DE SKI: A FEVERISH EMOTION FOR THE START
LEGENDARY FINAL STAGE IN VAL DI FIEMME

Tour de Ski in Val di Fiemme on 5th and 6th January
The Italian athletes chosen by the trainer Marco Selle
At the Cross-Country Stadium three awards for three important sportsmen: Canal, Morandini and Lucianer
Weng and Cologna are the reigning champions, attention to the lion Sundby


Val di Fiemme is ready to host the epic cross-country challenge with its star athletes (on 5th and 6th January). Tour de Ski will start next Saturday and Sunday from Dobbiaco. 7 men and 7 women have been chosen for the Italian team led by the director Marco Selle: Francesco De Fabiani, Stefano Gardener, Enrico Nizzi, Dietmar Noeckler, Federico Pellegrino, Maicol Rastelli and Giandomenico Salvadori, while among the women there will be Elisa Brocard, Anna Comarella, Ilaria Debertolis, Caterina Ganz, Greta Laurent, Sara Pellegrini and Lucia Scardoni. The Italian team will try to aim high with De Fabiani and Brocard and to attack in the individual stages with the "couple" of sprinters Laurent and Pellegrino, who will probably be absent in Val di Fiemme for the final climb of Cermis, stated Selle.
On Saturday 5th January in Lago di Tesero, the Fiemme program foresees a classic mass start (10 and 15 km) at 2 pm and 3.10 pm. On Sunday 6th January, there will be the legendary final climb of Cermis with the opening of the Tour del Gusto at 9.30 am – a "slalom" among the typical products along the ski slope. The Rampa con i Campioni, which is a race opened to amateurs and former ski champions, will start at 9.30 am, while the women's last stage of Tour de Ski is scheduled at 1 pm and the men's final race at 2.45 pm. As always, the Fiemme Ski World Cup committee hosts numerous sports and entertaining events, both for adults and children. On Saturday there will be the COOP Mini World Cup, which is a gymkhana for “baby” and “cuccioli”; the Fiemme Party Tent proposes live music for everyone. Late on Sunday morning there will be the Junior Final Climb, the last contest dedicated to young cross-country skiers.
The Cross-country Stadium in Lago di Tesero is part of the Trentino sports heritage as well as of Tour de Ski. That’s why the Municipality of Tesero has dedicated the prestigious winter facility to three people who have been the cornerstones of the successes achieved in recent years. The structure has thus been named after Fabio Canal, president from the constitution of the structure (January 1st, 1995) until his untimely death, who spent his life to make the Stadium grow. The meeting room has been dedicated to Mario Morandini "Panet", who died in the terrible tragedy of Stava, which caused the death of 268 people. The press room has finally been named after Lorenzo Lucianer, a journalist of the RAI of Trento who left an extraordinary personal and professional memory of his love for sport and of his strength for reporting about sport.
Johannes Høsflot Klaebo will not start, but for Norway there will be Martin Johsrud Sundby - one of the big favourites to the final success - Krüger, Röthe, Hollund and Nymget; among the women there will be three Weng, with Heidi, the winner of the last two editions of Tour de Ski, then Jacobsen, Slind, Svendsen, Östberg and Harsem. The Russian team will deploy Belov, Bolshunov, Melnichenko, Larkov, Poroshkin, Retivykh, Sobakarev, Spitsov, Ustiugov - already winner - and Vylegzhanin. Among the women there will be Belorukova, Durkina, Istomina, Sedova, Soboleva, Nechaevskaya, Nepryaeva, Tsareva and Zherebyateva. 
Finland will also take part in the tour, but only with Hakola and Heikkinen among the men, and Killönen, Mononen, Parmakoski and Saapunki among the women. The USA has confirmed only Lusgarten among the men and Diggins among the women. The Swiss team will be led by Cologna. Last-minute participation: Sweden’s Calle Halfvarsson, about whom Petter Northug once said: "If Halfvarsson wins the World Cup I retire. Instantly" (there was no need for it, because the discussed champion retired first – ed.), Lageson, Rickardsson, Svensson, Thorn and Westberg will start among the men, and Mia Eriksson, Moa Molander, Maria Nordstroem, Linn Soemskar and Lisa Vinsa will participate among the women. Despite the absence of Therese Johaug, who returned from her disqualification, Norway is the big favourite with Heidi Weng and Östberg, another victory of the Norwegian and of the Swiss Dario Cologna could not be excluded.

For further information: www.fiemmeworldcup.com   

